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Trying to combine standard quantum field theories with gravity leads to a breakdown of the usual
structure of space-time at around the Planck length, 1.6×10−35 m, with possible violations of Lorentz
invariance. Calculations of preferred-frame effects in quantum gravity have further motivated high
precision searches for Lorentz violation. Here, we explain that combining known elementary particle
interactions with a Planck-scale preferred frame gives rise to Lorentz violation at the percent level,
some 20 orders of magnitude higher than earlier estimates, unless the bare parameters of the theory
are unnaturally strongly fine-tuned. Therefore an important task is not just the improvement of
the precision of searches for violations of Lorentz invariance, but also the search for theoretical
mechanisms for automatically preserving Lorentz invariance.
The need for a theory of quantum gravity and a modi-
fied structure of space-time at (or before) the Planck scale
is a consequence of the known and successful theories of
classical general relativity (for gravity) and the standard
model (for all other known interactions). Thus one of
the most important challenges in theoretical physics is
the construction of a quantum theory of gravitation.
Direct investigations of Planck-scale phenomena need
short-wavelength probes with elementary-particle ener-
gies of order the Planck energy EP = (h¯c
5/G)1/2 =
1.2 × 1019GeV, which is much too high to be practica-
ble. But actual tests — e.g., [1, 2, 3] — of a hypothesized
granularity of space-time at the Planck scale are possible
because relativity (embodied mathematically as Lorentz
invariance) gives a unique form for the dispersion relation
between the energy and momentum of a particle,
E =
√
p2c2 +m2c4. (1)
Here c, the speed of light is a universal constant, while
the particle rest mass m depends on the kind of particle.
We will henceforth use units in which c = 1.
Calculations in [4, 5] find preferred-frame effects asso-
ciated with space-time granularity [6] in the two most
popular contenders for a theory of quantum gravity,
which are string theory [9] and loop quantum gravity
[10, 11]. In these scenarios, the preferred frame and the
consequent Lorentz violation occur even though the fun-
damental classical equations of both of the theories are
locally Lorentz invariant. We thus have a quantum in-
spired revival of the nineteenth century idea of the elec-
tromagnetic ether, a background in which propagate light
waves, as well as all other elementary particles and fields.
Specific estimates of modified dispersion relations were
made in these papers from calculations of the propaga-
tion of quantum mechanical waves in the granular space-
time background. At accessible energies, only minute ef-
fects were predicted, of relative order E/EP or (E/EP )
2,
when the probe has energy E. For other ways in which
k
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FIG. 1: Lowest order self-energy graph. Interactions of quan-
tum fields require an unrestricted integral over the momenta
of the virtual particles up to the highest momenta allowed in
the theory.
Lorentz violation might arise, see, for example, [12, 13].
The minuteness of the effects is in accord with every-
day scientific thinking, where we often find that the de-
tails of physical phenomena on one distance scale do not
directly manifest themselves in physics on much larger
scales. Therefore attention has focused on searches for
extremely small violations of the dispersion relation.
However, as we will now explain, the predicted viola-
tions of the dispersion relations are enormously increased
when we include known elementary particle interactions.
In quantum field theories like the standard model, the
propagation of an isolated particle has calculable contri-
butions from Feynman diagrams for particle self-energies,
such as Fig. 1. The dispersion law for a particle is ob-
tained by solving
E2 − p2 −m2 −Π(E,p) = 0. (2)
Here Π is the sum of all self-energy graphs, to which
we have added any (small) Lorentz-violating corrections
calculated in free-field theory as in [4, 5].
We now apply the following reasoning: Without
a cutoff the graphs have divergences from large mo-
menta/short distances. In the Lagrangian defining the
theory, the divergences correspond to terms of dimen-
sion 4 (or less) that obey the symmetries of the micro-
scopic theory. In the textbook situation with Lorentz
invariance, the divergences are removed by renormaliza-
2tion of the parameters of the theory. Now Planck-scale
physics can cut off the divergences, and also modify the
formulae to be used when loop momenta are around the
Planck scale. But the same power-counting that deter-
mines the divergences also determines the natural size of
the contributions of Planck-scale virtual momenta: the
dominant contributions correspond to operators of di-
mension 4 (or less) in the Lagrangian. (This is the argu-
ment that leads to the well-known concept of an effective
low-energy theory.) If the microscopic theory violates
Lorentz invariance at the Planck scale, then generically
we also get Lorentz violation at low energies without any
suppression by powers of E/EP ; for some details, see the
Appendix. This Lorentz violation can be removed by ex-
plicit Lorentz-violating counterterms of dimension 4 in
the Lagrangian which are fine-tuned to give the observed
low-energy Lorentz invariance. But such fine-tuning is
unacceptable [14, 15, 16] in a fundamental theory.
In the scenarios of [4, 5], Lorentz violating corrections
to the dispersion relation, suppressed by one or two pow-
ers of E/EP , were found by considering the propagation
of free particles in a granular space-time background.
The above reasoning shows, instead, that there are ef-
fects that are only suppressed by two powers of known
standard-model couplings, effects that change the value
of c in the dispersion relation (1). The known, widely dif-
ferent, couplings of different elementary fields imply that
different fields have different values of c, with fractional
differences around 0.1% to 10%. This is completely in-
compatible with the observed limits [1, 2, 3] that c is
constant at a fractional level well below 10−20.
This result is a direct consequence of well-known prop-
erties of quantum field theories, of which the standard
model is only one example. Indeed the actual technical
result is related to results that can be found more-or-
less explicitly in several of the cited references — e.g.,
by Kostelecky´ and Potting [17]. However, what appear
to be almost uniformly missed or unemphasized are the
consequences that we deduce. For example, Coleman and
Glashow [1] and Colladay and Kostelecky´ [2, 18] recog-
nize that the dominant effects of Lorentz violation at
the Planck scale are represented by renormalizable [19]
terms of dimension 4 or less in the standard model con-
sidered as a low-energy effective theory. Therefore they
consider a Lorentz-violating extension of the standard
model, and they set some of the observational bounds
on the Lorentz violating parameters. However, we fre-
quently see prominent statements, such as the one in
[17], that Lorentz violation is “likely to be suppressed
by some power of . . .mew/MPl ≃ 10
−17,” where mew is
the electroweak scale. While this assumption is necessary
to agree with experiment, it begs the question of whether
the power suppression actually happens in a given theory
with Planck-scale Lorentz violation.
Another example is the paper by Burgess et al. [12],
who consider an effective field theory that arises from
a higher dimensional scenario with Lorentz violation.
At lowest order, Lorentz violation appears in the effec-
tive Lagrangian only in higher dimension graviton opera-
tors. Loop corrections involving gravitons have Lorentz-
violating power-law divergences. These authors set the
power-law divergences to zero, one justification for which
is the use of dimensional regularization to define the effec-
tive theory. This appears to give only power-suppressed
Lorentz violation, in contradiction with our estimates.
However, one must also consider higher order contri-
butions to the coefficients that relate the effective La-
grangian to the exact theory. Corresponding to the
power-law divergences in the effective theory are finite
contributions to coefficients, including those of Lorentz-
violating operators of dimension 4. The natural size of
the Lorentz violation in their scenario is therefore the
same as ours.
Finally, Myers and Pospelov [20] state an argument
close to ours, but in the framework of effective field the-
ory, with tree-approximation Lorentz violation given by
higher dimension operators. They observe that loop cor-
rections in the effective field theory give large Lorentz
violation in accordance with our estimates. They then
completely reverse their case by claiming to find a condi-
tion in which the Lorentz violation disappears at leading
power. However, as explained by two of us [21], their
argument does not work; even this second paper failed to
take the next step, which is to realize that since a Planck-
scale Lorentz violation naturally leads to violations of
observable Lorentz symmetry at the percent level, the
considered scenarios are ruled out.
A closely related case, to which our arguments ap-
ply, is that of non-commutative field theories (NCFT),
which may arise in a suitable limit from string the-
ory [22]. In NCFT, a modified structure of space-time
(“non-commutativity”) appears as a Lorentz-violating
non-locality in the action defining the field theory, with
a characteristic scale M , which might be comparable
with the Planck scale. Loop corrections in NCFT badly
violate Lorentz invariance [23]. Our general argument
applies to NCFT. Indeed, if NCFT is used without
any extra UV cutoff, then loop momenta extend far
above the non-commutativity scale in a highly Lorentz-
violating manner. Thus these theories suffer from even
more Lorentz violation than we have estimated. In-
deed Anisimov et al. [13] have shown that NCFT (at
least with a c-number non-commutativity tensor θµν) are
ruled out unless the UV cutoff Λ is nine or ten orders of
magnitude below the non-commutativity scale. Carlson,
Carone and Lebed [24] have set even tighter limits in
non-commutative QCD. Now the raison d’eˆtre of NCFT
is to take account of non-standard space-time structure;
but these already-known experimental limits show that
NCFT cease to be applicable at scales far below the non-
commutativity scale.
Notice that our argument has avoided explicit use of
3the language of effective field theory. Conventional treat-
ments of effective field theory assume a Lorentz invariant
cutoff for ultra-violet divergences; this cutoff is either di-
mensional regularization or a cutoff on momenta in Eu-
clidean space. In contrast, we examine the effect of a
effective cutoff in Minkowski space, as provided by a pu-
tative granularity of real space-time.
The implications of our argument for both experiment
and theory are quite profound. First, enthusiasm for im-
proved searches for Lorentz violation should be damp-
ened; given the stated motivations, the existing unsuc-
cessful searches suffice by many orders of magnitude. Of
course, it almost goes without saying that it is correct
science to question and test accepted principles; on these
grounds, tests of Lorentz invariance are worthwhile. But
further enthusiasm has been engendered by estimates of
specific small orders of magnitude for Lorentz violation.
It is this excess enthusiasm that we wish to dampen.
As to theory, the critical task concerns any proposal in
which Lorentz symmetry is substantially broken at the
Planck scale. It is to find and implement a mechanism to
give automatic local Lorentz invariance at low energies,
despite a violation at the Planck scale. We assume here
that the treatment involves real time, not an analytic
continuation to imaginary time, as is common in treat-
ments of quantum field theories in flat space-time. One
mechanism is to have a custodial symmetry that is suf-
ficient to prohibit Lorentz-violating dimension 4 terms,
without itself being the full Lorentz group. But such a
symmetry does not appear to be known. Corresponding
issues arise in any proposal that involves modified dis-
persion relations, e.g., [25, 26, 27]; its proponents must
show that the proposal survives experimental scrutiny
after inclusion of known interactions.
Effectively we have shown that Lorentz invariance
should be added to the well-known list of fine-tuning
problems in the standard model; to date, this list is nor-
mally considered to include only the cosmological con-
stant, the Higgs bare mass, and mass hierarchies.
There is not necessarily a conflict between discreteness
and the absence of a preferred frame. In [28] Dowker
et al. show how, by the use of a random causal set of
points, space-time can be made discrete while Lorentz
invariance is preserved in a suitable sense. From a more
quantum-theoretic viewpoint, Rovelli and Speziale [29]
argue that the existence of a minimum measurable length
does not of itself imply that local Lorentz invariance is
violated any more than the discreteness of the eigenvalues
of the angular momentum operators implies violation of
rotational invariance in ordinary quantum mechanics.
An optimistic point of view should be stressed: a
branch of theoretical physics long considered to suffer
from detachment from experimental guidance is now in
the opposite situation. Because of mechanisms inti-
mately tied to the known ultra-violet divergences in con-
ventional quantum field theories, certain kinds of Planck-
scale phenomena, like a preferred frame, manifest them-
selves suppressed by no powers of energy relative to the
Planck energy, but only by two powers of standard model
couplings. Lorentz invariance continues to play the pow-
erful role it has played throughout the twentieth century
of imposing stringent requirements on the kinds of math-
ematical theory that are permitted to agree with experi-
ment.
Note added: After this paper was completed, a pa-
per by Myers and Pospelov [30] appeared that contains a
clear statement of the fine-tuning problem for Lorentz in-
variance. They deduce that the low-energy theory must
have a cutoff far below the Planck scale, just as in our dis-
cussion of NCFT. However, they do not explain the prob-
lems of implementing such a cutoff Lorentz-invariantly in
Minkowski space, as is appropriate in a theory of dynam-
ical space-time.
Notice that the cutoff forms an upper limit to the va-
lidity of ordinary quantum field theory. If physics above
the cutoff were represented by an ordinary quantum field
theory, our argument would apply to that extended the-
ory.
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ESTIMATE OF ONE-LOOP LORENTZ
VIOLATION
We now give some details of how Planck-scale Lorentz
violation manifests itself in the propagation of low-energy
particles, with a justification of our estimate of a percent
for the observable effects. As a concrete example, we
consider the self-energy graph of a scalar field with one
fermion loop, Fig. 1, in a Yukawa theory. The main ideas
are quite familiar and the general considerations involve
only symmetry arguments and normal ultra-violet power-
counting, which apply generally to all self-energy graphs.
Let Π1(p) represent the value of the graph. We quan-
tify the dominant Lorentz violation at low energy by the
quantity ξ = ∂2Π1(p)/∂(p
0)2 + ∂2Π1(p)/∂(p
1)2 at p = 0;
this would be zero for a Lorentz-invariant self-energy.
Without the Planck-scale modifications, we would have
ξ = −
ig2
π4
∫
d4k
[(k0)2 + (k1)2] (k2 + 3M2)
(k2 −M2 + iǫ)4
. (A.1)
4Were it not that this integral is logarithmically divergent,
it could be shown to be zero by continuing k0 to imagi-
nary values and then using Euclidean rotation invariance.
When there is Lorentz-violation in the free fermion
propagator, as in [4, 5], the integrand would only apply in
the low-energy limit. When k is at or above the Planck
scale, there would be substantial and Lorentz-violating
modifications.
The would-be logarithmic divergence ensures that
there is an order unity contribution from Planck-scale
momenta, with their Lorentz violation. Note that a cut-
off provided by preferred frame granularity is Lorentz-
violating. As a simple illustration we modify the usual
free-fermion propagator i(γ · k +m)/(k2 −m2 + iǫ) by a
factor of a smooth function f(|k|/Λ) that obeys f(0) = 1
and f(∞) = 0, with a cutoff parameter Λ. Then
ξ =
g2
6π2

1 + 2
∞∫
0
dxxf ′(x)2

 . (A.2)
Thus the corresponding Lorentz violation is of order the
square of the coupling independently of Λ. The exact
value depends on the details of the Planck-scale free
propagator, of course. The main point, however, is that
the power counting that gives the would-be logarithmic
divergence follows from standard arguments in the the-
ory of renormalization, and that it applies to self-energy
graphs for all fields. So the above integral gives a reason-
able estimate of the size of the Lorentz violation, in the
absence of some special cancellation. Typical measured
standard-model couplings then give our percent estimate.
By use of (2), it can be checked that the ξ coefficient
corresponds to a modification of the dispersion relation
(1) in which the speed of light parameter c is modified
by a factor 1 + ξ/4+O(ξ2). In a theory with one field it
is possible to treat this term as a renormalization of the
space-time metric tensor which could remove the observ-
able Lorentz violation. However, there are many fields
in the standard model that differ by the sizes of their
couplings. Hence renormalization of the metric tensor
cannot remove all leading-power Lorentz violation.
Given a specific form of space-time granularity, accu-
rate quantitative predictions could be obtained, with the
use of renormalization-group methods etc. But such de-
tails would not affect the drastic disagreement of the per-
cent estimate with actual observations.
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